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Abstract—People with multiple sclerosis (MS) have an 
increased rate of gross oxygen uptake (gross-VO2) during 
treadmill walking, and their gross-VO2 may further vary with 
walking impairment. This study attempted to develop an equa-
tion for predicting gross-VO2 from walking speed and an index 
of walking impairment in persons with MS and examine its 
accuracy. Gross-VO2 was measured with open-circuit spirome-
try in 43 persons with MS (47 +/– 9 yr; 38 women) during five 
treadmill walking trials, each lasting 6 min, at 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 
and 4.0 mph (0.89, 1.12, 1.34, 1.56, and 1.79 m/s). The 12-
Item Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale (MSWS-12) and the 
single-item Patient Determined Disease Steps scale (PDDS) 
provided indices of walking impairment. Multilevel modeling 
with random intercepts and slopes showed significant effects 
of speed and MSWS-12 on gross-VO2 (p  0.014; R2 = 
0.70). PDDS was not a significant predictor. Gross-VO2 esti-
mated by the regression equation did not differ from actual 
gross-VO2 across speeds. Mean absolute prediction error 
across speeds was 9.1%. The Bland-Altman plot indicated zero 
mean difference between actual and predicted gross-VO2 with 
modest 95% confidence intervals. Therefore, speed and 
MSWS-12 score are jointly highly predictive of gross-VO2
during treadmill walking in persons with MS.

Key words: ambulation, disability, energy expenditure, exer-
cise, gait, impairment, neuropathy, physical activity, regression 
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an immune-mediated, 
inflammatory disease that damages neurons of the central 
nervous system and slows transmission of neural 
impulses in the brain, optic nerves, and spinal cord [1]. 
Symptoms of MS vary widely, but often include fatigue, 
depression, cognitive dysfunction, and mobility problems 
[2]. Walking ability, in particular, is commonly impaired 
among persons with MS, even those in the early course of 
the disease [3]. Further, persons with MS have lower phys-
ical activity and physical fitness levels than persons with-
out MS [4–6]. Exercise training increases cardiovascular 

Abbreviations: ACSM = American College of Sports Medi-
cine, BMI = body mass index, gross-VO2 = rate of gross oxy-
gen uptake, MS = multiple sclerosis, MSWS-12 = 12-Item 
Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale, PAR-Q = Physical Activity 
Readiness Questionnaire, PDDS = Patient Determined Disease 
Steps (scale).
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and muscular fitness and may favorably affect fatigue, 
depression, mobility, and health-related quality of life in 
persons with MS [5,7]. Consequently, exercise training is 
a component of prescriptive care for patients with MS 
[5,8].

Exercise programs for persons with MS must be 
carefully designed to maximize the associated benefits. 
In particular, rehabilitation professionals must ensure that 
persons with MS reach appropriate exercise intensities, 
especially during periods of exacerbation of symptoms 
[5,8]. Appropriate exercise intensities can be chosen by 
estimating the rate of gross oxygen uptake (gross-VO2; a 
measure of energy expenditure that includes resting met-
abolic rate) at a given workload along with assessment of 
aerobic fitness. During walking, gross-VO2 varies as a 
function of speed [8–9]; thus, rehabilitation professionals 
use equations estimating gross-VO2 from walking speed 
in determining the intensity of exercise. One such equa-
tion is that endorsed by the American College of Sports 
Medicine (ACSM), whereby gross-VO2 = 3.5 + [0.1 × 
speed (m·min1)] + [1.8 × speed × percent grade (as frac-
tion)] [8]. Such equations, however, have been developed 
in nondisabled people and underestimate the gross-VO2
in persons with MS [10]. Persons with MS have higher 
energy expenditure during walking than persons without 
MS [11–12], likely because of spasticity [13], altered gait 
patterns [14], and metabolic factors [15]. Such observa-
tions underscore the need for developing a formula spe-
cifically for persons with MS.

Gross-VO2 during walking varies between people 
with MS because of high interindividual variability in 
symptoms and mobility difficulties [16]. Therefore, a for-
mula with only speed as the predictor might not effec-
tively account for individual responses of gross-VO2 to 
speed in persons with MS. Seemingly, the different 
responses between people with MS could be captured by 
an index of ambulation difficulty, given that this is a fac-
tor that increases energy expenditure during walking 
[17]. Two indices that might be useful are provided by 
the 12-item Multiple Sclerosis Walking Scale (MSWS-
12) and the Patient Determined Disease Steps scale 
(PDDS). The MSWS-12 includes 12 patient-rated items 
that assess the multifactorial effect of MS on walking 
[18]. The PDDS consists of a single item for measuring 
self-reported functional impairment, with particular focus 
on ambulation [19–20]. MSWS-12 and PDDS scores 
have been positively associated with the energetic cost of 
walking in persons with MS [21–22]. Both of these scales 

provide easily derived measures of walking impairment 
that could improve the accuracy of predicting gross-VO2
during walking in persons with MS. More accurate pre-
diction of gross-VO2 may allow exercise professionals to 
design safer and more effective walking programs for 
managing symptoms and improving health in persons 
with MS.

The purpose of this study was to develop an equation 
for predicting gross-VO2 during treadmill walking from 
speed and either the MSWS-12 or PDDS in persons with 
MS and to evaluate its predictability. We hypothesized 
that speed and MSWS-12 as well as PDDS would be sig-
nificant predictors of gross-VO2.

METHODS

Participants
We recruited participants for this study through direct 

contact with support groups of a Midwestern chapter of 
the National MS Society. Participants with MS resided 
within an approximately 90 min drive of our campus. 
Inclusion criteria for participating in the study were (1) hav-
ing a clinically definite diagnosis of MS, (2) being 
relapse-free for 30 d before testing, (3) being ambulatory 
without an assistive device, (4) being 18–64 yr old, (5) hav-
ing the ability to read 14-point font, (6) being comfort-
able wearing the open-circuit spirometer (described in a 
subsequent section) during walking on a treadmill, and 
(7) not having risk factors for exercise testing based on 
the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q). 
After screening 69 persons with MS, we enrolled 43 as 
participants in this study. The remaining 26 participants 
were excluded based on one or more affirmatives on the 
PAR-Q (i.e., risk factors for exercise testing).

Protocol
The protocol for this study was approved by a Uni-

versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Institutional 
Review Board. All participants provided written 
informed consent. Participants attended two laboratory 
sessions separated by 7 d. During the first testing session, 
participants completed demographic and physical activ-
ity questionnaires as well as the PDDS and MSWS-12. 
We then measured each participant’s height and weight 
(in light clothing without shoes) using a scale-stadiometer
unit (model 3P7044, Detecto; Webb City, Missouri). 
Finally, participants were familiarized with the protocol. 
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Familiarization involved walking on a treadmill for
5–10 min while wearing the open-circuit spirometry sys-
tem across a range of speeds. We did not collect oxygen 
uptake data during familiarization. This session allowed 
for determination of the appropriate range of speeds for 
the second session for each participant. That is, we iden-
tified the speed, if any, at which participants reported dif-
ficulty or discomfort with walking, and this speed 
represented an upward limit for the subsequent testing 
session.

Participants returned to the laboratory 7 d later to 
complete the testing session for measurement of gross-
VO2. Participants did not have food and caffeine for at 
least 3 h and did not exercise for at least 24 h before test-
ing. Testing was conducted in a noise-attenuated and 
thermoneutral (21 °C) laboratory. Participants were fitted 
with the open-circuit spirometry system and sat quietly 
for 5 min to generate an estimate of resting oxygen 
uptake—we used this value only to ensure that partici-
pants were adequately rested between the trials described 
later. Participants then completed between two and five 
walking trials on a treadmill (Trackmaster, model 
TMX425C, Full Vision Inc; Newton, Kansas). We con-
firmed accuracy of the treadmill speed by measuring belt 
length and time for 25 revolutions of the belt. We also 
verified the treadmill grade (0%) using a digital incli-
nometer (Beall Tilt Box, The Beall Tool Company; New-
ark, Ohio). The walking trials were each 6 min in duration,
and there were 6 min of seated rest between trials, 
thereby allowing oxygen uptake to approach resting val-
ues. The five possible walking speeds were 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 
3.5, and 4.0 mph (0.89, 1.12, 1.34, 1.56, and 1.79 m·s1) 
(i.e., slow through fast walking). As mentioned previ-
ously, the number of trials to be completed per participant 
was determined during the first session based on reported 
difficulty or discomfort with walking. All 43 participants 
with MS completed the walking trials at 2.0 and 2.5 mph, 
whereas 35, 30, and 23 participants completed the trials 
at 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 mph, respectively. The trials were 
conducted in a randomized order.

Rate of Oxygen Uptake
We measured gross-VO2 with an open-circuit spi-

rometry system (TrueOne, Parvo Medics; Sandy, Utah) 
with a 2-way nonrebreathable valve (model 2700B, Hans 
Rudolph; Kansas City, Missouri). We calibrated the O2
and CO2 analyzers against room air and gases of known 
concentrations. A 3 L syringe was used to calibrate the 

flow meter (Hans Rudolph). We determined steady-state 
gross-VO2 in milliliters per kilogram per minute as the 
average over the last 3 min of the resting and walking trials.

Walking Impairment
The MSWS-12 and the PDDS were used as self-

report measures of walking impairment. The MSWS-12 
provides a valid and reliable patient-rated measure of the 
effect of MS on walking [18,23–24]. The MSWS-12 has 
12 items that are rated on a scale ranging between 1 
(“Not at all”) and 5 (“Extremely”). The total MSWS-12 
score is between 0 and 100 and is calculated by first add-
ing the individual item scores, subtracting 12 (the mini-
mum possible score), dividing by 48 (the maximal score), 
and then multiplying the result by 100. The PDDS is an 
inexpensive surrogate for the Expanded Disability Status 
Scale for evaluating disability status and disease progres-
sion in persons with MS and has strong validity evidence 
[19–20,25]. The PDDS consists of a single item for 
assessing self-reported disability status on an ordinal 
scale, ranging from 0 (normal) through 8 (bedridden).

Data Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed with SPSS 21.0 

(IBM; Armonk, New York). We analyzed the relationship 
between gross-VO2 and walking speed with multilevel 
modeling—a type of regression that accounts for nesting 
of observations within participants. The dependent vari-
able was the gross-VO2 during walking. We modeled 
speed and either the MSWS-12 or the PDDS score as 
fixed effects. Additional factors considered as fixed 
effects were age, sex, MS type, and body mass index 
(BMI). The intercepts and slopes of the gross-VO2 to 
speed relationship across participants were considered as 
possible random effects. Inclusion of individual parame-
ters into the model was evaluated based on the difference 
in 2 log-likelihood between models against a chi-square 
distribution with 1 degree of freedom. We used the 
regression equation developed by multilevel modeling to 
predict each participant’s gross-VO2 during each walking 
trial. In addition, we used paired samples t-tests to evalu-
ate the difference between actual gross-VO2 and gross-
VO2 predicted by the regression equation across speeds 
for each group. Finally, we evaluated the agreement 
between actual and predicted gross-VO2 with Bland-
Altman plots [26] and with the absolute percent error, 
which was determined as | [(actual VO2 – predicted 
VO2) / actual VO2] × 100 |. The alpha level was 0.05.
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RESULTS

Participant Characteristics
The sample consisted of 38 women and 5 men. The 

mean ± standard deviation age of participants was 47 ±
9 yr, height was 168.0 ± 8.3 cm, weight was 75.5 ±
19.5 kg, and BMI was 26.8 ± 6.9 kg·m–2. Participants 
reported performing 30 min of moderate-to-vigorous 
physical activity on 3.4 ± 2.1 d/wk. This sample, overall, 
had seemingly higher physical activity levels than typi-
cally reported in people with MS [4]; this might be 
explained by the nature of the research (i.e., walking on a 
treadmill across a variety of speeds) and the inclusion cri-
teria based on ambulation and the PAR-Q (i.e., no affir-
mative answers). Forty persons had relapsing-remitting 
MS, two persons had secondary-progressive MS, and one 
person had primary progressive MS. Mean duration of 
MS was 10.7 ± 7.8 yr. The mean MSWS-12 score was 
22.5 ± 20.4 (range: 0.0–66.7), indicating that walking 
impairment among the present participants was minimal 
overall, but with large range. The median PDDS score 
was 1, with a range of 0–5; this also indicated minimal 
disability overall (i.e., some noticeable but minor symp-
toms from MS with minimal effect on lifestyle), but 
again there was a range of disability. The mean gross-
VO2 during walking at 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, and 4.0 mph was 
10.8 ± 1.4, 12.3 ± 1.7, 13.7 ± 1.5, 15.7 ± 1.3, and 17.9 ± 
1.7 mL·kg1·min1, respectively.

Prediction of Oxygen Uptake
The multilevel model indicated that the relationship 

between gross-VO2 and walking speed varied signifi-
cantly in intercepts and slopes across participants (p < 
0.01). Speed and MSWS-12 score significantly predicted 
gross-VO2 (p  0.014; R2 = 0.70; Table and Figure 1). 
Age, sex, MS type, and BMI did not contribute signifi-
cantly to the regression. In the model with speed and 
PDDS score, only speed was a significant predictor of 
gross-VO2 (p < 0.001); PDDS score was not a significant 
predictor (p = 0.08). Thus, we limited further analyses to 
the equation with speed and MSWS-12 score as predic-
tors. The final prediction equation was—

Gross-VO2 (mL·kg1·min1) = 2.804 + 3.602 × walking 
speed (mph) + 0.026 × MSWS-12.

Actual gross-VO2 and predicted gross-VO2 esti-
mated by the presently developed regression 

Variable b SE

Intercept* 2.804 0.508
Walking Speed (mph)* 3.602 0.140
MSWS-12* 0.026 0.010

equation did 

not differ significantly at any of the speeds (p  0.095). 
Mean absolute error across speeds was relatively small at 
9.1 percent. 

Figure 1.
Rate of gross oxygen uptake (gross-VO2) as a function of walking

speed in persons with multiple sclerosis. Solid line shows mean 

regression using coefficients of multilevel model described in 

Table. Dotted line shows gross-VO2 estimated by American 

College of Sports Medicine prediction equation across speeds.

The Bland-Altman plot indicated zero mean 
difference between actual and predicted gross-VO2 with 
modest 95 percent confidence intervals (Figure 2).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine whether 
gross-VO2 during treadmill walking can be predicted 
from speed and an indicator of ambulation problems in 
persons with MS. The primary findings were that speed and
MSWS-12 score were significant predictors of gross-VO2
and that the prediction equation developed had relatively 
small error. In contrast, PDDS score was not a significant 

Table.
Estimates of fixed effects in multilevel model predicting rate of gross 
oxygen uptake (in milliliters per kilogram per minute) during 
treadmill walking in persons with multiple sclerosis.

*p  0.014.
b = unstandardized coefficient, MSWS-12 = 12-Item Multiple Sclerosis Walk-
ing Scale, SE = standard error.
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predictor of gross-VO2. These results have clear implica-
tions for the prescription of exercise intensity in clinical 
research and practice involving persons with MS.

We found that, apar

Figure 2.
Bland-Altman plot of the difference between the actual rate of 

gross oxygen uptake (gross-VO2) and gross-VO2 predicted by 

multilevel modeling regression equation as a function of actual 

gross-VO2 in persons with multiple sclerosis. Solid and dotted 

lines show mean and 95 percent limits of agreement, respectively.

t from speed, the MSWS-12 total 
score was predictive of gross-VO2 during walking in per-
sons with MS. This is consistent with previous research 
indicating that the MSWS-12 score is associated with the 
oxygen cost per unit distance in persons with MS [21]. 
Furthermore, MSWS-12 scores have been positively 
associated with the duration of the double-support phase 
of walking at preferred speeds [27]—a factor that 
increases energy expenditure [28]. The effect of the 
MSWS-12 score on gross-VO2 at a given speed can be 
quantified as the product of the respective beta coeffi-
cient and the mean MSWS-12 score of the present partic-
ipants (i.e., 0.026 × 22.5 = 0.59 mL·kg1·min1). 
Although this effect appears small, its magnitude may be 
practically significant for persons with higher MSWS-12 
scores (maximum score in the present study was 66.7, in 
which case the effect is 1.73 mL·kg1·min1). Further-
more, this effect carries theoretical significance because 
it shows that the response of gross-VO2 to walking speed 
varies between persons with MS based on their walking 
limitations, and this variance can be captured—at least 
partially—by the MSWS-12. This easily administered 
scale evaluates the perceived severity of walking impair-
ment and has moderate to strong associations with spatio-
temporal gait characteristics and walking performance 

[27]. In contrast, the PDDS score was not a significant 
predictor of gross-VO2, suggesting that it shared less 
variance with gross-VO2 than the MSWS-12 score in the 
present participants. In support of this argument, PDDS 
scores have somewhat lower correlation with the oxygen 
cost per unit distance than MSWS-12 scores [21–22]. 
PDDS provides a single categorical rating of disease pro-
gression [19] and may be less sensitive or specific than 
the MSWS-12 scale in discriminating walking difficul-
ties between persons with MS with minimal limitations 
such as the present participants. From a theoretical stand-
point, our results suggest that including a measure of 
walking impairment improves predictability of gross-
VO2 during walking in persons with MS.

The predictability of the presently developed formula 
is promising. Mean absolute percent error was relatively 
small—smaller than that reported in other populations 
[29]. Furthermore, the Bland-Altman plots showed zero 
mean error of agreement, suggesting that the present 
equation does not have systematic error across all speeds 
combined. Furthermore, the 95 percent limits of agree-
ment in the Bland-Altman plots were similar to those 
found in nondisabled persons and persons with other dis-
abilities [29], but did indicate some variation in individ-
ual predictability. Although the reasons for this effect 
cannot be determined based on the present data, the rea-
sons may relate to the diverse effects of MS between peo-
ple [2]—ones that cannot be captured fully by the 
MSWS-12. In fact, the present model explained 70 per-
cent of the variance in gross-VO2; thus, the remaining 
30 percent of the variance is explained by factors other 
than speed and MSWS-12 score, and our analyses indi-
cated that these are not MS type, age, sex, or BMI. 
MSWS-12 provides a valid and reliable measure of walk-
ing ability in people with MS [18,23–24], but it may still 
not capture fine differences between people in disease-
related alterations that may decrease energetic efficiency 
during aerobic activity. These could potentially include 
increased gait variability [14], spasticity [13], and thermo-
regulation difficulties [5], as well as decreased oxidative 
enzyme activity and number and size of oxidative muscle 
fibers [15]. Nonetheless, the present model with speed 
and MSWS-12 score as predictors accounted for a large 
proportion of the variance in gross-VO2 and showed a 
high degree of accuracy.

The prediction formula developed herein along with 
the results of aerobic fitness assessment may aid in 
designing exercise programs that involve walking for 
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improving health and other rehabilitation outcomes in 
persons with MS. Let us assume the hypothetical case of 
a woman with an MSWS-12 score of 50 who reports high 
fatigability and is deconditioned as indicated by a peak 
oxygen uptake of 25 mL·kg1·min1 (such values are typ-
ically reported in persons with MS [30]). For the initial 
stage of exercise training, a rehabilitation professional 
may—reasonably—prescribe treadmill walking at 50 per-
cent of peak VO2 [8]. In this example, the target level of 
gross-VO2 is 12.5 mL·kg1·min1. As calculated by the 
present equation, this exercise intensity may be achieved 
by having this woman walk on a treadmill at 2.3 mph. In 
contrast, using the formula endorsed by the ACSM, one 
would mistakenly determine that this woman should 
exercise at 3.4 mph. At that speed, our formula predicts 
16.4 mL·kg1·min1 or 65.4 percent of her peak VO2—
this intensity may be unnecessarily large for the initial 
stage of the exercise program, cause needless fatigue, and 
discourage the participant. As previous research has 
found, the ACSM formula underestimates gross-VO2 in 
persons with MS because their net oxygen uptake per 
meter is higher than that assumed by that equation [10]. 
If a purpose of the exercise program is weight control, 
rehabilitation specialists could use the present formula to 
more accurately estimate the total caloric output for the 
walking bout. This can be achieved by first converting 
the predicted gross-VO2 from milliliters per kilogram per 
minute to liters per minute, multiplying by 4.9 kcal·L1

[8–9], and then multiplying by the bout duration in min-
utes. For all purposes, the rehabilitation professional 
needs to be aware that—as for all prediction equations—
the present formula has some error; thus, target walking 
intensities should be chosen cautiously and adjusted 
based on individual responses and perceptions. Neverthe-
less, a formula that is developed specifically for persons 
with MS is likely to be more appropriate than one devel-
oped for persons without MS. Well-designed exercise 
programs may promote health and improve adherence to 
physical activity in persons with MS.

The following limitations should be considered. 
First, the present prediction equation was generated with 
data from treadmill walking and may not be applicable to 
overground walking. Second, the present participants 
reported primarily relapsing-remitting MS, relatively 
mild mobility problems, and higher than expected physi-
cal activity levels; thus, our results may not generalize to 
persons with MS in different disability stages and with 
lower levels of physical activity. Third, our sample may 

not have been large enough to allow for the detection of 
the effect of PDDS score. Fourth, we tested more women 
than men; however, it should be noted that MS is more 
prevalent among women [31]. Finally, some participants 
did not undertake the faster walking trials; however, it 
should be considered that missing data do not present a 
problem in multilevel modeling.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, speed and MSWS-12 score predict 
gross-VO2 during treadmill walking in persons with MS. 
The prediction equation developed had relatively small 
error. Rehabilitation professionals—clinicians and research-
ers—should refrain from using equations that have not 
been developed in persons with MS. Rehabilitation pro-
fessionals could cautiously use the presently developed 
formula when designing walking programs for persons 
with MS. Well-designed programs may encourage per-
sons with MS to engage in physical activity and experi-
ence its benefits on health.
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